
Third Grade Reader Development

Comments: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Fluent readers continue to develop as text 
complexity and stamina increase. Text 

characteristics that readers must navigate and 
comprehend include:

Literature: Complex plot & setting including 
flashbacks, foreshadowing, multiple problems, 
unfamiliar/foreign places, sub-plots, internal 
struggles/challenges for characters

Characters have positive and negative traits, powerful 
supporting characters, protagonists and antagonists, 
changes in characters that affect the overall theme

Language includes challenging words, figurative 
language, time or location-specific words, metaphors, 
similes, and vocabulary that ‘makes or breaks’ 
comprehension

Themes can address social or personal issues, 
symbolism is evident, readers must have an emotional 
maturity to have compassion towards complex societal 
themes

Informational: Main ideas become multi-layered and 
include contrasting perspectives, topics are covered in 
depth and detail, and there may be several main ideas 
in one text

Key details become more abstract concepts with 
longer, more complex sentences and a significant 
amount of text to support ideas

Vocabulary is extremely specific/technical and only the 
most challenging words will be supported with a 
glossary or within context, new vocabulary can be 
found within text as well as in text features

Text features no longer just enhance main content but 
instead provide their own subtopics or subsections 
from which readers also must gain understanding

Transitional Reader Skills (End of 2nd Grade Goal)

___ Reads with automaticity a large number of sight 
words, most single-syllable words with common vowel 
patterns, and familiar multi-syllabic words 
___ Uses visual cues, sentence structure, and meaning 
as strategies to figure out unknown words with complex 
vowel patterns, inflected endings, prefixes & suffixes, 
and uncommon multisyllabic words independently
___ Monitors for, and corrects, meaning, structure, and 
visual errors independently  to ensure text 
comprehension

___ Determines meaning of unknown vocabulary 
through context clues, prefixes & suffixes, root words, 
and compound words

___ Retells stories using story structure and main ideas 
with key details
___ Asks and answers a variety of questions (key 
details, inferences, evaluative, vocabulary, character 
analysis/text features) to demonstrate understanding of 
key details or story elements
___ Compares and contrasts details/elements and 
versions of literature or informational text
___ Reads with prosody, which includes phrasing, 
expression, intonation, rhythm, and attention to 
punctuation
___ Reads at the appropriate speed for comprehension 
and text interaction
___ Reads silently over a sustained time period with 
longer texts
___ Reads accurately, with understanding, a later level 
transitional text (Text Level M)

Fluent Reader Skills (End of 3rd Grade Goal)

___ Quickly self-corrects decoding errors using story 
meaning and parts of words  

___ Uses phrasing, expression, intonation, and 
punctuation effectively and consistently during oral 
reading

___ Responds to texts more deeply in order to point 
out things that make a text unique, valuable, or 
surprising

___ Expands vocabulary and utilizes strategies 
(including word parts) to gain vocabulary knowledge 
while reading

___ Identifies the point-of-view of a text including  
those of characters and authors

___ Understands both literal and nonliteral (figurative) 
language as it is used in texts to enhance 
comprehension

___ Monitors comprehension in order to make 
inferences, summarize, draw conclusions, analyze 
relationships between characters & ideas, and 
evaluate author’s purpose

___ Uses reading as a way to access new learning 

___ Uses the text as a resource to support claims or 
answer questions that could include inferences, 
evaluation, key details, vocabulary, and character 
analysis/text features

___ Maintains stamina throughout the reading of 
chapter books and longer texts

___ Reads accurately, with understanding, an early 
level fluent text (Text Level P)

Text Levels: J-M Text Levels: N-P Text Levels: Q and above



Characteristics of Text at Transitional and Fluent Levels
Transitional Text Characteristics

Beginning TRANSITIONAL example:

60-100 pages of text
Multiple non-fiction text structures

Plots and characters that may be unfamiliar
Complex sentences

Long stretches of text with no picture 
support

Variety of words to assign dialogue
Some figurative language

Later TRANSITIONAL example:

Most content carried by print instead of pictures
Some abstract themes 

Multiple points of view of characters
Multiple characters

New vocabulary and content-specific words

Fluent Text Characteristics
Multiple topics that represent larger topics or 

themes

Variety of ways the author shows character 
attributes

Complex plots with numerous events and time 
passing

Multiple characters

Words with prefixes and suffixes

More complex vocabulary explained in context 
early on and eventually not supported by text

Prior knowledge necessary to comprehend 
text

Descriptive and figurative language

Diverse characters and locations

More Complex Fluent Text Examples:

Fiction:

Non-Fiction:


